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Abstract— Smart Assistant System as its name suggests is a 

smart system because it will operate using different modes 

such as, Voice command, Hand Gestures, IRIS detection. 

The other half assistant provides assistant to physically 

challenged people and our whole System helps them to 

complete in today’s world and is like a boon to them. The 

raspberry pi goes about as an ace i.e. controls every one of 

the exercises of our framework. It creates rectify motions by 

breaking down the information being bolstered to it to move 

the wheelchair in a particular bearing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Eye Recognition 

In this system controlling of wheelchair is depends on the 

movement of eye (pupil). Camera is mounted on wheelchair 

before the individual, for catch the picture of eye and tracks 

the position of eye, student by utilizing some picture 

preparing strategies. As per eye understudy position of 

client, wheelchair will move, for example, left, right and 

forward. Ultrasonic sensor is mounted before wheelchair for 

well-being to recognize static or portable hindrances and 

stop the wheelchair development naturally. A flow control 

switch is likewise mounted on wheelchair for crisis reason 

and stop to move in require heading if any one call to stop 

and somebody require consideration on themselves. A 

raspberry pi board is utilized to control entire system. 

Eye movement controlled wheelchair is to 

empower totally deadened patient and elderly to make their 

life more available. Versatility has turned out to be vital for 

a better life style. Loss of mobility of a people because of 

damage is typically joined by lost self-assurance. Outlining 

a system with autonomous versatility for such incapacitated 

individuals is our point in this project. Statistics show us that 

43 million are disabled, about 17% of 250 million; almost 1 

out of 5 persons are disabled. 52% of spinal cord injured 

individuals are considered paraplegic and 47% quadriplegic. 

Quadriplegics are limited in their motion and need some 

device to communicate with their wheel chair for mobility 

without others assistance. 

Individual who can't walk and are utilizing 

wheelchair apply incredible measure of vitality utilizing 

physical quality to turn the wheels. Impaired would spare 

vitality and could utilize their hand and arm for different 

exercises. As of now there are distinctive eye based strategy 

will be use for controlling wheelchair, for example, EOG, 

ECG, EEG based, Eyeball detecting technique .To choose 

the area of eye student relies on upon voltage variety. Be 

that as it may, for various yield voltage will be produces for 

various client, which gives wrong area of the eye 

understudy. 

Voice activated power wheelchair system, which 

works properly when user speak the command clearly, 

according to it left, right, forward, back and stop. Other 

voices which come from surrounding user may affect the 

system. The head movement based system and chin control 

based system, bad movement gives problem [1][2]. Sip and 

Puff wheelchair system, not good for people with weak 

breathing. 

Infrared reflection based eye understudy 

identification framework give exact recognition of eye 

student focus area. Eye controlled wheelchair framework is 

presented utilizing camera for catch the picture. But 

someone required attention on itself, so here we use central 

switch to stop.  

Camera caught the picture progressively in view of 

face, eye and eye pupil location with least deferral of time 

and break down the picture as contribution to set the 

summons to interface the engine driver IC through sending 

the order to GPIO pins, to play out the distinctive operation, 

for example, left, right, forward and stop.  

Image processing open computer vision (openCV) 

library is used for face and eye detection [3]. System 

includes multistage that is track the eye pupil centre [4]. To 

detect the single or multiple face and detection of both Eyes, 

this is ultimate goal of this system. Several Algorithms are 

used to find exact pupil location direction. Haar cascade like 

feature detection algorithm is used [5]. Picture preparing are 

incorporates confront face detection, eye detection, color 

image to gray conversion, blurring, edge detection, pattern 

matching, filtering, noise reduction, etc. Figure 1 

demonstrates the design outline of the system. The reason 

for this eye controlled wheelchair is to wipe out the help 

required for the impaired individual. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture Diagram. 

Raspberry pi board is soul of the framework, which 

control the total framework operation. Image processed by 

USB cam sent to the raspberry pi, raspberry pi receive the 

information and break down it and give to the driving circuit 

to control motor, based on pupil of the user. This will 

choose motor to run either in clockwise or anticlockwise 

heading or stop. Two individual motor are settled on every 

wheel. Ultrasonic sensor is mounted on the wheelchair for 
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obstacle detection. If the sensor will sense the object, it 

shows to the raspberry pi and it will sends the flag to motor 

driving circuit to stop the motors. 

II. HARDWARE DESIGN MODEL 

In this system there is obligatory to gives the power supply 

to individual segments and standard power supply ought to 

be utilized for raspberry pi, camera, sensor, motors and 

switch. The figure 2 demonstrates the usefulness of the 

framework. 

 
Fig. 2: Design Model. 

In proposed system part like LCD, camera, control 

circuit and Wi-Fi connector straight forwardly associated 

through the raspberry pi board and raspberry pi board is 

associated with the web server for remote access, in the 

event of crisis controlling or check the status of wheelchair. 

A. Hardware Description 

1) Raspberry Pi Board 

Raspberry pi board is brain of the framework. Raspberry pi 

board have its own particular working framework is known 

as raspbian which is Linux based working framework and 

perfect with raspberry pi board. A constant information get 

and decide the computerized information by raspberry pi B+ 

display board, which is effectively work with the different 

pictures. Raspberry pi sends the charge to engine driver 

which is empowering the GPIO pins to raspberry pi. 

2) Web Camera 

Web camera is used for capturing the image. We can also 

use HD (high definition) camera but it increase the memory 

size, system can’t able to read the image and it will increase 

the processing time. UV4L driver is needed for interfacing a 

camera with raspberry pi board. 

3) Ultrasonic Sensor 

Ultrasonic sensor is utilized to recognize impediment in the 

way of wheelchair. Sensor is specifically associated with the 

raspberry pi board. It gets the information and measuring the 

separation amongst wheelchair and impediment. On the off 

chance that any impediment is recognized near wheelchair, 

motor will stop to run the wheels. Ultrasonic sensor is an 

exceptionally moderate nearness/remove sensor that has 

been utilized for the most part for protest evasion.  

4) Motor 

Two 12 v DC motor is utilized as a part of the project to 

exhibit running of wheelchair in forward, turn around, left 

and right direction. L293D motor driver is utilized to 

interface with raspberry pi which is TTL compatible. Two H 

bridges of L293D can be associated in parallel to expand its 

current capacity to 2 Amp. 

5) LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) 

LCD is extremely useful in giving User interface and 

additionally to debug reason. Most basic LCD controller is 

HITACHI 44780 which gives a basic interface between the 

controller and LCD. LCD is utilized as a screen as a part of 

a large portion of the electronic venture. 

6) Relay 

Relay is an electromechanical device and fundamentally 

comprises of an electromagnet and various contact sets. 

Hand-off is utilized as a part of this framework to alter the 

course of motor quick without utilizing the finger. 

B. Software Description 

1) Putty Software 

Putty is a free and open source terminal emulator and 

system file exchange application. Putty programming is 

utilized to interface the desktop to raspberry pi board. 

2) OpenCV Image Library 

OpenCV is released under a BSD permit and free for both 

academic and business utilize. It has C++, C, Python and 

Java interfaces and backings Windows, Linux, Mac OS, iOS 

and Android. OpenCV was intended for computational 

effectiveness and with a strong focus on real time 

application. 

3) Python Language 

Python is a translator, question arranged, abnormal state 

programming dialect with flow semantics. Its abnormal state 

worked in information structures, consolidated with element 

writing and element authoritative; make it exceptionally 

appealing for quick application advancement. Python's 

anything but difficult to learn linguistic structure accentuates 

lucidness and thusly decreases the cost of program upkeep. 

The quick alter – test –debug cycle makes this exceptionally 

successful. Besides Matlab is utilized for coding however it 

is very costly and calculations are exclusive, math work puts 

limitation on code conveniences. 

4) Design Methods 

Algorithm utilized for detecting the eye user area by image 

processing. A few phases used to decide eye development, 

for example, face and eye detection, colour to gray 

conversion, canny edge detection, Hough circle transform 

and eye tracking. Initially the system received the captured 

images by USB web camera. Our first aims to detect the 

user face accurately. If there are multiple faces, it will show 

the error. System indicates the face of user in a specific area 

of image. After that it will perform the several operation of 

image processing to track the eye movement. Figure 3 

shows the proposed methodology of implemented system. 

 
Fig. 3: Flow Method. 
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Camera will start to capture the images. For the 

face and eye detection Haar cascade algorithm is used. After 

detection of face, it will try to detect the eye inside the face 

and draw the rectangular box over the eye. To detect the eye 

pupil and define its centre points is ultimate goal of the 

system by several images processing technique. The system 

will crop the eye region of interest and it will draw the all 

possible circle on that particular area to detect the eyeball.  

Then we applied corner detection method to detect 

the corner. Average of these two points indicates the centre 

point. To measure the distance between the centre point and 

eye circle centre point using coordinates system. Minimum 

distance indicates the eye pupil in left and maximum value 

indicates the eye pupil presented in right. If there is no 

movement of eye it will indicates eye is in middle position 

[6]. When eye move in left, left side motor will run and 

when eye move in right, right side motor will run.  

If eye will be in centre, both motors moved and 

wheelchair moving in forward direction. If any obstacle is 

detected, system will be stop and move either in left or right 

direction according to eye movement. If someone calls the 

user, user will stop the wheelchair by emergency switch. 

Eye blinking logic will be decide the start and stop operation 

[7]. For edge detection canny edge detection is used. For 

circle detection Hough circle transform method is used. 

Image processing based on openCV library is installed in 

raspberry pi memory. Figure 4 shows the flow chart of 

system. 

 
Fig. 4: Conditional Flow Diagram 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The low power utilization Master card measured raspberry 

pi B+ board is utilized, which have inbuilt 40 stick GPIO, 4 

USB ports, UART, PWM, HDMI port and Ethernet 

connector port for web association by means of remote or 

wired association. Raspberry pi have a 512 MB RAM and fit 

for up to 32 GB outer memory, controlled in light of ARM 

design. Camera is straightforwardly associated with 

raspberry pi board and constantly catches the images, 

remove amongst eye and camera gadget is settled. It might 

be 10 to 15 cm. Face and eye recognized by Haar cascade 

calculation and discovers the correct student area. At that 

point a few calculations used to quantify the inside point 

from the normal of both corners of the eye. This gives the 

right data eye developments. The motor driving circuit is 

associated with raspberry, battery for power supply of 

motor, transfer for controlling the engine driving IC. System 

persistently creates the mandate flag to empower the GPIO 

sticks and play out the required operation like left, right, 

forward and stop. Focal switch is likewise associated with 

framework for crisis reason. Ultrasonic sensor for deterrent 

recognition. 

IV. SYSTEM INSTALLATION 

To boot a prepare picture in miniaturized scale SD card 

win32 disk imager programming utilized. At that point 

putting a bootable memory gadget on raspberry pi board and 

concede the raspbian working framework specifically 

without resetting. 

V. EYE TRACKING 

To track the eye movement we use coordinate system. 

Which decide the eye centre point location [8][9]. Figure 6 

indicates the eye pupil location using coordinate system 

graph. Where A1 and A2 is corner point of eye pupil in X 

direction, B1 and B2 is corner point of eye pupil in Y 

direction. The X and Y calibration point represent the 

direction of eye movements [10].The eyeball position at the 

(A0, B0) a point is: 

A0 = (A1+A2) / 2   (1.1) 

B0 = (B1+B2) / 2    (1.2) 

 
Fig. 5: Pupil Coordinate Graph 

VI. RESULTS 

The wheelchair system received the resulted data of image 

processing and based on eye pupil centre location. It sends 

the command to motor driving circuit. Then wheelchair 

moves in required direction according to eye movement. 

Ultrasonic sensor is used in this system for obstacle 

detection. It measure the distance between wheelchair and 

obstacle. When obstacle is very close to wheelchair, motors 

will stop the wheelchair. Central switch is used for 

emergency purpose to stop the wheelchair. Figure 6 shows 

the Output of the system. 
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Fig. 6: Frontal & eye detection using OPEN CV 

 
Fig. 7: Output of the system 

 
Fig. 8: Pupil detection. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A. Conclusion 

In this project we built up a wheelchair system which 

empowers the handicapped patient to move their wheelchair 

autonomously with their own. In the rel time application, we 

can utilise camera, crisis switch and ultrasonic sensor relies 

on upon their application. The wheelchair development 

operation with some delay time. Dull light places influence 

the execution of wheelchair, hard to track the eye student in 

dark light. 

B. Future Scope 

To make the system more interact with patient we need to 

add some additional sensors. Delay time may be further 

reducing to a second. Operation of system depends on eye 

movement of totally paralyze patients. Thus wheelchair 

moves in all required direction with good response. Also, 

wheelchairs can opertate through voice command or using 

hand gesture. 
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